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Three people
With the same
Name
Each with a
Different
Untold story

I don’t know
Much about
GRANDPA
He was a
Bracero.

My dad and
I ARE
Distant
But live together
I know he
Graduated HS
Migrated to California
Met mom
Provided as a
Dad
I still don’t
Know
him

I can’t wait
For you
To have a
Boy
A wife
A family
Carry on the
Name
How do I
Tell them?
It ends with
Me

Always told me
Who
To be

I found myself
I know
Me
But they don’t
I want
A
Husband
Adopt kids
With him, I
Want them
To
Carry the
Name
They want blood
Not my
Happiness

Three people
With the
Same name
Three different
Untold stories
Three Generations
A Grandpa, A Dad, A Son